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Abstract: 
 
 
In the present work the analysis of mid-latitude Coherent Echoes (CE), 
which had been observed on Irkutsk Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) 
during the years 1998-2004, was done. The morphological features of CE 
dynamic and their properties were investigated. The connection between 
geomagnetic activity and CE generation was shown. We determined that 
space area, which responsible for generation of CE signals is the polar 
oval region, more exactly a region near the centre of polar ring 
westward electrojet. This region is inhomogeneous on structure and has 
the variability time about several minutes. During the observed 
duration CE may be conditionally divided by two groups. The first one 
is fragmental (10-60 minutes) CE with smooth variations of power and 
spectral properties. The second group presents the long-lasting CE with 
3-8 hours duration and which are observed usually in evening and night 
time and more seldom in morning and day time. At the observation of 
long-lasting CE the quasi-periodical power variations (with 15-30 
minutes) are observed. We determined that long-lasting CE, as a rule, 
have a single-spectrum type with spectrum width more then 300Hz. For 
radar carrier frequency ~158MHz and for duration of sounding pulse 
750mcs it corresponds to mechanism of its generation by two-stream 
plasma instabilities (type II using the traditional classification) 
[1]. However, in some experiments (for example 15.07.2000 and 
10.11.2004) observed CE have unusual features as the changing of shift 
frequency sign and two-hump spectra of both I and II types.The 
investigation of the structure of single CE realizations was done on 
the base of special technique [2], and has shown that spectrums have 
strictly manifested discrete-mode structure. CE spectrum consists of 
limited units of harmonics and so we may interpret this as that 
scattering occurs on a limited set of quasi-periodical (wave-like) 
structures generated by instabilities. We also have found that the 
shape of each mode in spectrum and their dependence on range and 
frequency are determined by macroscopic parameters of plasma.  
At the investigation of CE spectral characteristics it was found the 
presence of 25-30 minutes quasi periodical variations in the shift of 
single spectrum maximum by value ~200Hz. These variations are not 
represented in traditional classification [1]. Similar variations have 
been founded in geomagnetic field for many observatories of Europe and 
Asia, as well as in satellite data for 1-130eV proton radial velocity 
on L~6.6 shell in the sector of CE registration [3]. This allows us to 
suggest that the most possible reason for such synchronous variations 
may be quasi-periodical changing in solar wind pressure.The work is 
done under support of RFBR (project 03-05-64627) and within the support 
of grant NSh-272.2003.5 of the state support of leading scientific 
schools of the Russian Federation. 
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